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FOREWORD

So much of what libraries do now – and have done historically – may not be well 
known to people who love and regularly use their local library. The family attend-
ing children’s story time and spending time in the community garden every week 
might not even know about the computer literacy courses for older adults being 
offered daily or the collection of resources for small businesses that library brings 
out together to help economic development in the community. The faculty mem-
ber who regularly visits the special collection for their research and frequently 
orders rare books through interlibrary loan in an academic library may not know 
about the wide range of information literacy courses for students or the wide 
range of teaching resources for faculty that the library also offers. Libraries do so 
much for their communities in such a wide range of areas that the most impactful 
and innovative activities of libraries are often unknown to everyone except those 
people participating in the activities.

Too often, these great innovations are invisible even within the profession, 
especially historical contributions. For example, while you were getting your 
MLIS, did you learn that:

•	 Libraries regularly began serving patrons with print disabilities more than 
a hundred years before the US government granted disabled people civil 
rights?

•	 Children’s story time was originally created as a way to teach English to immi-
grant children and to provide time for their parents to take classes in the library 
to learn English or gain skills for employment?

•	 In many big cities, the public libraries were the first government agencies to 
adopt inventions, such as air conditioning, that improved health and sanita-
tion for those using their buildings?

•	 Censorship of reading materials – what is in library collections and what was 
sold in bookstores – was common in communities around the United States 
until librarians directly challenged these practices and publicly codified their 
anticensorship stance with the 1939 Library Bill of Rights?

•	 During the Jim Crow era, “freedom libraries” were created in many segregated 
communities to ensure that nonwhite community members still had access to 
resources when they were not allowed access to the public library?

•	 When the George W. Bush administration launched the War on Terror after 
9/11, the only profession that collectively stood up to the ensuing infringe-
ments on freedoms of expression and access were librarians?
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The past, present, and future of modern library history is a continuous – if  
sometimes messy and bumpy – journey of creativity and determination in trying 
to make the communities we serve more equitable and more inclusive.

Not all of our institutions have always been on the right side of history for 
every issue, but we have collectively done better than any other institution at 
pushing society toward being more fair and more just for more people. Building a 
library and opening its doors each morning is a statement of hope that doing so 
will serve to further enrich the lives of the members of the community.

Yet, the stories of what our institutions have done and do now are not well 
known. As a result, a great many people take libraries for granted without really 
knowing what they are doing. Worse, many people who don’t know what libraries 
do assume that they are no longer needed simply because they don’t personally 
use them.

As she details in the introductory chapter, the editor of this book, Dr. Renee 
F. Hill, was inspired to bring this collection together by a 2018 statement from a 
writer for Forbes that Amazon had made libraries completely irrelevant. Baked 
into the statement was a dizzying mix of privilege and cluelessness (Amazon 
charges for things; libraries do not) and clearly lacking sense of the ways in which 
libraries contribute to their communities. But it is a sentiment you do encounter 
with surprising regularity, including from people who write for Forbes, a publica-
tion that really hates it when the government spends money to help people who 
aren’t already wealthy.

One of the best ways we can counter assertions that libraries are no longer 
needed is by telling the stories of what they do, especially the ways that they 
help communities being otherwise underserved or ignored. And Renee has done 
a magnificent job bringing together 15 chapters of these exact stories – librarians 
and libraries changing their communities for the better, creating and implement-
ing innovative services, collections, resources, and programs, and reaching popu-
lations who really need help. No one who reads this book will ever again wonder 
why we still need libraries.

It is most appropriate that a book on this topic would be Renee’s first book. 
We first met as MLIS students and have known each other basically our entire 
adult lives. I have also had the honor of being Renee’s colleague at two different 
institutions, seeing first hand over the course of the better part of two decades her 
enormous talents as an educator of future librarians. She is uniquely skilled at 
conveying the power and the beauty of libraries, inspiring students to envision how 
they use their careers to deliver hope to the communities that they will work with. 
The chapters in this book provide perspectives from a range of types of libraries in 
many different places, each thoughtful and often personal account offering its own 
unique example of the ways that libraries have been, are, and will continue to be 
institutions of equity, inclusion, and, perhaps most importantly, hope.

Paul T. Jaeger

Paul T. Jaeger, PhD, JD, MLIS, MEd, is Professor in the College of Information 
Studies and Co-Director of the Information Policy & Access Center at the 
University of Maryland. He is Co-Editor of Library Quarterly and Editor of 
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the Advances in Librarianship book series. He is the author of more than 200 
journal articles and book chapters, as well 18 books. He is the founder of the 
Conference on Inclusion and Diversity in Library & Information Science and co-
founder of the Disability Summit. In 2014, he received the LJ/ALISE Excellence 
in Teaching award.Too often, these great innovations are invisible even within the 
profession, especially historical contributions. For example, while you were get-
ting your MLIS, did you learn that:
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INTRODUCTION: THERE IS HOPE FOR 
OUR FUTURE!

Renee F. Hill

HOW THIS BOOK CAME TO BE
In July 2018, Forbes magazine published a short (and quickly retracted) opinion 
piece written by an ill-informed economist who suggested that libraries should be 
replaced by Amazon in an effort to help taxpayers save money. People across the 
globe chimed in to share an important message: We NEED Libraries!

Inspired by the fact that the masses continue to believe in the value of and 
necessity for libraries, librarians, and the services they offer, I set out to bring 
together a variety of voices and perspectives to shed light on the essential and 
varied roles librarians and libraries play in our world.

THE CHAPTERS IN THIS BOOK
This book contains 15 chapters written by researchers and practitioners who have 
committed their careers to librarianship because they believe in its transformative 
power. Each offering contains a message that convincingly expresses how libraries 
serve as information centers, community hubs, and, sometimes, lifesavers.

The book’s first section “Hope is Part of the Plan” begins with a chapter 
written by Vikki C. Terrile, which aptly addresses the theme of this edited vol-
ume with its strong reference to Emily Dickinson’s poem Hope is the Thing with 
Feathers. Throughout the chapter, Terrile recounts experiences that illustrate the 
many ways that libraries and librarians positively impact information seekers. 
Next, Donna Mignardi and Jennifer Sturge collaborate to explain the power K-12 
school librarians have to expand the concept of information literacy by teaching 
students how to recognize their own implicit biases. Following Mignardi’s and 
Sturge’s youth-focused chapter, Aryssa Damron’s writing outlines how the public 
library can be a source of hope for students who need assistance with achieving 
their college admission goals.

The second section, “Diverse and Inclusive,” presents perspectives on the 
myriad ways the people, services, and programs offered through libraries help 
information seekers feel welcome. First, Paolo P. Gujilde challenges academic 
librarians to move beyond buzzwords and be inclusive and intentional when plan-
ning services for diverse populations. Sophia Sotilleo considers the ways in which 
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academic libraries can embrace all users by treating them like honored guests.  
Jia He’s research shares the processes that her university’s library engages in to 
fully include international students. Kayla Kuni offers personal reflections and 
best practices for serving adults with developmental disabilities who visit the 
library. The section concludes with Jewel Davis’s chapter highlighting strategies 
that can be implemented to build collections in K-12 libraries and classrooms that 
reflect and promote diversity in youth literature.

The book’s third section, “Creating Community,” contains chapters that focus 
on the impact libraries have on the communities in which they are positioned. 
The section opens with Conrad Pegues’s work which focuses on the role of urban 
libraries in addressing the problem of information access deserts. The second 
chapter in the section was written by Caley Cannon who presents libraries as pub-
lic spaces that have a number of dynamic capabilities, including as venues where 
community members can participate in visual and performing arts programs. 
Adriana White positions libraries as important spaces for adults with autism – 
those who are patrons as well as those who are information providers.

The fourth and final book section, titled “The Future is Waiting,” places 
emphasis on the idea that partnerships between libraries and community mem-
bers can and should be in a state of constant expansion and evolution. In the 
first chapter in this section, Jerry Dear sheds light on the bridges that can be 
built when public libraries engage in multi-institutional collaborations. Next, 
Jaime Valenzuela outlines his experiences with digitization projects and encour-
ages library professionals to seek opportunities that allow them to chart their own 
path for career success. Angiah Davis then shares examples of how librarians and 
libraries have the power to transform people and, through that positive impact, 
entire communities. The book closes with Meghan Moran’s uplifting chapter that 
encourages librarians to become involved in their communities in order to impart 
forward thinking ideas that ensure information (and other) needs are met and 
that libraries will be viewed as essential spaces.

At its core, this book is meant to be positive, uplifting, and joyous. It cel-
ebrates a much beloved institution and honors people who have dedicated their 
careers to serving others through excellence in information provision. Most 
importantly, this book encourages all information specialists to always remem-
ber their “why” as they consider what inspires and motivates the authors of  the 
chapters that follow.
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